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 In this true tale of embracing generations and vacation pandemonium you will laugh, you might shed a tear,
nevertheless, you are guaranteed to become entertained by the antics of the “Gang of Five. Yes, only a
little intimate Thanksgiving supper with family and some friends. The tidal wave of insanity that blew in
switched our peaceful vacation setting right into a geriatric special event filled up with humor and mishaps.!!
Yea, Right! Our last second guests, while nearing the sunset of their lives, were able to create the most
outrageous, memorable, Razzle-Dazzle Thanksgiving for all those.It was just to be a calm weekend on the
Bay!” As you follow their twilight years and the trials and tribulations of their concluding adventures, our
special guests will leave a lasting impression you, because they did on most of us.
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Heart Warming Tale Told with Humor A funny, poignant story about a unique Thanksgiving that brings
families - the young, the outdated and the sandwich generation - together. The humorous story produced
me laugh and, at times, obtain misty eyed. It's a tale of family dynamics with a light hearted perspective
that reminds us of the worthiness that old generations bring once we gather because of this American
holiday. Tale explores the sorrow of dropped of a prior generation. Loved it! Ideal for a hostess gift this
Thanksgiving or any moment! A lovely, enjoyable quick read. This amazing, well-written book about love and
family This amazing, well-written book about love and family. Also enjoyed the Chesapeake Bay descriptions
interwoven in to the story. Bought this book and liked reading it very much. Many of the tales in this book
relate to my family, and really should relate with most families. A humorous but sensitive account of
working with the elderly in a familiar holiday setting. Appreciated the followup on each individual after the
Thanksgiving encounter. Almost everyone can relate. Overall, an excellent book that folks can spend several
enjoyable hours reading.! Woven into the book are wonderful asides about the Bay region and also humorous
asides about the Kube family members developing up and Dianne's original family of origin. The author's
background in health care and experiences with caring for elderly relatives provides another dimension to
the tale. Five Stars Such a touching story! Highly recommend. What a beautiful tale. I go through it from
starting to end last night. Thank you Di for sharing your wonderful recipe. Five Stars Wonderful story that

we can all relate to. I could see this developed into a Hallmark movie! A lovely story with Center, Humor and
Caring Loved this tale of a particular gathering of folks at Thanksgiving. I loved even more following
through to their lives the years following the food. Traditions carried over many generations. A great read -
highly recommend to anyone and everyone. Tender memory Sweet, loving tale of family ties around
Thanksgiving holiday.! There is caring here in spades, along with the capability to laugh at what existence
throws at you and deal with it. Very nice tale, well written and a straightforward read. Plenty of laughs
plus some tender moments. Completely entertaining from starting to end with well-well balanced dialogue!
The story would go to the center of why is families great, center, humor and caring!
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